The ABCs of Ethics: A Resource for Leaders, Managers, and Professionals

In The ABCs of Ethics, Michael L. Buckner answers the age-old question: â€œDoes the end
justify the means?â€• Using stories and anecdotes from his own work as an attorney and
private investigator, Buckner concisely defines the issues surrounding this topic while
encouraging contemplation regarding common questions of ethics and integrity. Buckner
discusses examples of corporate piracy, privacy issues, and commonplace dilemmas to create a
newer, more modern definition of ethics for use in todayâ€™s society. Chapters in The ABCs
of Ethics use a framework of the English alphabet to stimulate and facilitate discussion around
the meaning of ethics. Questions at the end of each section provide a template for additional
analysis and study. The ABCs of Ethics provides an understanding of both the legal and
philosophical foundations of ethics, while keeping the discussion relevant to todayâ€™s
business, political, and legal environment. By considering the role that â€œgray areasâ€• play
in ethics violations, and how an active pursuit of character development leads to more ethical
behavior, this invaluable guide will help leaders and managers assess and successfully
navigate potentially unethical situations in their business and personal lives.
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